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Abstract
Vibration analysis of polar orthotropic sandwich annular plate with magnetorheological (MR) elastomer is considered. The effects of thickness of the MR elastomer, applied magnetic fields on the sandwich system are discussed. The characteristics of the sandwich plate system can be controlled and changed by the applied magnetic fields. The core layer of MR elastomer has significant effects on the damping behavior of the sandwich plate system according to the numerical results.
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1. Introduction
The MR material had great potential in applications for smart material and structure in recent years. The effects of the MR materials were discovered and discussed by Rabinow [1]. The MR material had rapid change in the damping and stiffness properties with the applications of the magnetic fields and presented by Weiss et al. [2]. Shiga et al. [3] obtained the magnetoviscoelastic behaviors for composite gels. Then, Dyke et al. [4] presented the designs of MR dampers and evaluations of their potential benefits in vibration suppression in structures and systems.

The applications for the construction of smart components had been previously calculated and discussed by Yalcintas and Dai [5]. Sun et al. [6] used Hamilton’s principle to obtain analytical model for sandwich beam structure with MR core layer based and calculated the numerical results with simply-supported boundary condition. Ying and Ni [7] calculated the micro-vibration response of a stochastically excited sandwich beam with a MR elastomer core. In recently, the dynamic characteristics analysis of MR elastomer-based sandwich beam with conductive skins for various boundary conditions was calculated and discussed by Nayak et al. [8]. After that, Rajamohan and Ramamoorthy [9] studied the dynamic characterization of non-homogeneous MR fluids based multi-layer beam.

There are no works had been done to discuss the sandwich polar orthotropic annular plate system with MR damping treatment to author’s knowledge. The vibration characteristics of the polar orthotropic annular plate with MR core layer are calculated by using the discrete layer finite element method in present study. The characteristics of the sandwich plate system can be controlled and changed by the applied magnetic fields. And, the MR elastomer has significant effects on the damping behavior of the sandwich plate system according to the numerical results. The present numerical results can be utilized to design some active controllable mechanical devices.

2. Methods
In Figure 1, the sandwich polar orthotropic annular plate with ER core layer is considered. Layer 1 is the constraining layer and assumed to be pure elastic. The MR elastomer layer is designed as layer 2 and the material properties can be changed by applying various electric fields. Layer 3 is the base annular plate and assumed to be undamped, pure elastic, and polar orthotropic. The base annular plate is designed as the inner radius \( r_1 = a \) and outer radius \( r_2 = b \). Then, the following assumptions must be mentioned first. The transverse displacements of each layer are equal and there are no slipping between the constraining-MR layer and MR-base annular plate layer.
In order to analyze the problem, the displacement field of the layer \(i\) is employed as follows:

\[
d_i = \begin{bmatrix} u_i(r, \theta, z, t) \\ v_i(r, \theta, z, t) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2} - \frac{z}{h_i} \\ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{z}{h_i} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} U_i(r, \theta, t) \\ W_i(r, \theta, t) \end{bmatrix}.
\] (1)

By using the interpolation in \(r\)-direction and the circumferential wave number \(m\), the displacements of the interfaces for two-layer can be shown in terms of the nodal degrees of freedom as follows:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} U_i(r, \theta, t) \\ U_{i+1}(r, \theta, t) \\ W(r, \theta, t) \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \phi^A_i \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ \phi^B_i \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} q^i(t),
\] (2)

where the vector of the nodal displacements of the element \(q_i(t) = [U_i^A, U_{i+1}^A, W^A, U_i^B, U_{i+1}^B, W^B, \Theta^A, \Theta^B]^T\), and in which

\[
\phi^A_i = (1 - \xi) \cos m \theta, \quad \phi^B_i = \xi \cos m \theta, \quad \phi^{\psi}_i = (1 - 3 \xi^2 + 2 \xi^3) \cos m \theta, \quad \phi^{\sigma}_i = (3 \xi^2 - 2 \xi^3) \cos m \theta,
\]

\[
\phi^\psi_i = (\xi - 2 \xi^2 + \xi^3) \cos m \theta, \quad \phi^{\sigma}_i = (- \xi^2 + \xi^3) \cos m \theta, \quad \xi = \frac{r_{i+1} - r_i}{r_0 - r_i}.
\]

Then, the strain-displacement relation for the \(i\)th layer of the system can be expressed as the following form:

\[
\varepsilon_i = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{z}{h_i}} \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \\ \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \end{bmatrix} d_i = D_i d_i,
\] (3)

where \(D\) is the differential operator matrix, and \(\varepsilon_i = \{\varepsilon_{r,i}, \varepsilon_{\theta,i}, \gamma_{r\theta,i}\}^T\).

Then, the stress-strain relation can be obtained and shown as follows:

\[
\sigma_i = C_i \varepsilon_i,
\] (4)

where \(\sigma_i = \{\sigma_{r,i}, \sigma_{\theta,i}, \tau_{r\theta,i}\}^T\), \(C_i\) is the elasticity matrix.
The discrete layer finite element is utilized as shown in Figure 2. According to the above equation, the kinetic and strain energies of the element for \( i \)th layer can be expressed as the following form:

\[
T_i^e = \frac{1}{2} \int V_i \rho \dot{d}_i^T \dot{d}_i dV,
V_i^e = \frac{1}{2} \int V_i \rho \sigma_i^T e_i dV
\]

where \( \rho_i \) is the mass density of the \( i \)th layer.

The kinetic and strain energies of the element can be rewritten as follows by substituting the equation (1), (2), (3), and (4):

\[
\begin{align*}
V_i^e &= \frac{1}{2} U_i^T K_i^e U_i^e, \\
T_i^e &= \frac{1}{2} U_i^T M_i^e U_i^e
\end{align*}
\]

in which,

\[
K_i^e = \int V_i \rho_i (H_{1,i} H_2)^T (H_{1,i} H_2) dV,
M_i^e = \int V_i (D H_{1,i} H_2)^T C_i^T (D H_{1,i} H_2) dV
\]

Then, the following relations must be obtained by combining the elemental matrices into the global stiffness and mass matrices:

\[
U_i^e = T_i^e U,
\]

where \( U \) and \( T_i^e \) are the global nodal coordinate vector and transformation matrix, respectively.

The equation of motion for the polar orthotropic annular sandwich system can be express as the following form by assembling the contributions of all elements:

\[
M \ddot{U} + KU = 0,
\]

in which,

\[
K = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N_i} T_{i,k}^e K_{i,k}^e \right),
M = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N_i} T_{i,k}^e M_{i,k}^e \right)
\]

where \( N_i \) is the element number of the \( i \)th layer.

Finally, the complex eigenvalues \( \tilde{\lambda} \) of the above complex eigenvalue problems can be calculated numerically. The natural frequencies \( \omega \) and modal loss factor \( \eta_c \) of the sandwich polar orthotropic annular plate with ER core layer can be obtained as follows:

\[
\omega = \sqrt{\text{Re}(\tilde{\lambda})}, \quad \eta_c = \frac{\text{Im}(\tilde{\lambda})}{\text{Re}(\tilde{\lambda})}
\]

3. Results

The complex shear modulus of the MR elastomer is expressed as follows [10]:

\[
G^*(B) = G'(B) + jG''(B),
\]

the storage modulus \( G'(B) = -3.3691 \times B^2 + 4997.5 \times B + 873000 \), the loss modulus \( G''(B) = -0.9 \times B^2 + 812.4 \times B + 185500 \), \( B \) is the intensity of magnetic field in Gauss. Additionally, in order to simplify the following analysis and discussion, the geometric and non-dimensional parameters are used:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nu_1 = \nu_3 &= 0.29, \quad \nu_2 = 0.49, \quad \rho_1 = \rho_3 = 2700 \text{ kg/m}^3, \\
\rho_2 = 3500 \text{ kg/m}^3, \quad E_{r,3} &= E_{r,1} = 70 \text{ GPa}, \quad \kappa = \pi^2 / 12 \quad (\text{for layer 1, 3}), \quad \kappa = 1 \quad (\text{for layer 2}).
\end{align*}
\]

At first, the calculations of the natural frequencies and modal loss factors for the sandwich annular plate are listed in
Table 1. It can be seen that the good accuracy and convergence can be found in the above comparisons. The effects of applied magnetic fields on natural frequencies and modal loss factors of the sandwich annular plate with strength parameters are presented in Figure 3(a) and (b), respectively. According to the numerical results, it can be seen that the natural frequencies increase while the applied magnetic field magnitudes increase. The modal loss factors decrease when the magnetic field strength increases. Based on the numerical results, the tendency of the natural frequency and modal loss factor is similar for strength parameters \((E_θ/E_r) 0.5, 1.0 \text{ and } 1.5\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode ((n, m))</th>
<th>Natural frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Modal loss factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0,0)</td>
<td>74.44</td>
<td>74.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,1)</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>73.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,2)</td>
<td>96.20</td>
<td>96.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,3)</td>
<td>144.0</td>
<td>142.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,4)</td>
<td>205.2</td>
<td>203.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Variation of natural frequency and modal loss factor of the sandwich cylindrical shells with various intensity of magnetic field.
Figure 4. Variation of natural frequency and modal loss factor of the sandwich cylindrical shells with various thickness of MR layer.

Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the numerical results for the variations of sandwich annular plate of various thickness of MR layer. Based on the numerical results, it can be observed that the larger thickness of the MR layer, the smaller natural frequency. On the Contrary, the modal loss factor will be larger when the thickness of MR layer is getting larger. Besides, the natural frequency will increase and modal loss factor will decrease while strength parameter increases from the figures. Thus, the thickness of MR layer also affected the characteristics of the sandwich system on the natural frequency and modal loss factor.

4. Conclusions

The vibration characteristics of the sandwich polar orthotropic annular plate with MR elastomer are investigated in this study. The natural frequency and modal loss factor of the sandwich polar orthotropic annular plate system are calculated by the discrete layer finite element method. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the numerical results:

1. It can be seen that the applied magnetic fields will change the characteristics of the MR elastomer according to the results. As the applied magnetic fields increase, the natural frequencies of the sandwich annular plate system increase and the modal loss factor will decrease.

2. Additionally, it also can be observed that the larger MR elastomer thickness, the smaller natural frequency of the sandwich annular plate system. Contrary to the modal loss factor, the larger MR elastomer thickness will affect the values of the modal loss factor.
3. The strength parameters \((E_\theta/E_r)\) can be utilized to change the vibration characteristics of the sandwich polar orthotropic annular plate system.

The applied magnetic fields and the change of the MR elastomer thickness had significant effects on the natural frequency and modal loss factor. So, we can use the characteristics to design some active, tunable and controllable mechanical devices.
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